ABSTRACT

This paper offers a simulation model for analysing the utilization levels of a section of a railway line between Edinburgh Waverley and Glasgow Queen Street. Specifically, a segment of this line situated in the urban area of Edinburgh has been simulated using SIMUL8 to study the impacts of further inclusion of freight trains on the scheduled passenger trains. The utilisation levels of this segment have been observed in three scenarios: utilisation existing state where all scheduled passenger trains and a few freight trains are observed; utilisation in future state where more freight trains are input in available time gaps running at their actual speed; and utilisation future state where freight trains are input in available time gaps running at speed equivalent to a passenger train. A decomposition approach is implemented. The results suggest that extra freight trains can be input into the current timetables without impeding the current scenario, allowing a reasonable increase in utilisation of the rail line.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Freight trains often provide a feasible economic option to transport bulk goods such as coal to power stations, or commodities to manufacturing plants across the country as compared to traditional road transport. A quarter of the electricity used to power UK is transported by rail. However, road transport still has the upper hand when it comes to short-haul distances and is preferred for door-to-door delivery due to the immense networking offered by roads. Freight flow for intermodal goods is on the rise and a subsequent result of this is expected, suggesting a growth of rail freight use by an astounding 30% [1].

This presents an interesting challenge and opportunity for the rail network operations department. To incorporate the growing demand for freight trains, various aspects of the industry such as infrastructure, speed limits, passenger priority, signalling capabilities etc. need to be addressed in the near future. There are also other social causes implied by running freight trains at night that must be considered with the noise and vibrations generated by these freight trains.

This task falls within the vast subject of operating capacity of rail networks and notes. Railway network capacity expansion models have been developed in [2] to ease tactical planning of rail activities and so decide on how and where to expand a rail network in the study. Infrastructure occupation and capacity consumption including delay have been studied in [3]. A model has been developed to evaluate the impact of increase in the number of trains and advise if the robustness of the whole system has been improved when juggling different “infrastructure” scenarios. Analytical and probabilistic models have been used to study the “carrying” capacity of complex rail nodes. Nodes normally represent rail stations and techniques sourced from Probability Theory are implemented to study train movement in rail stations [4].

The aim of this study is to identify if there is potential for adding more freight trains to the existing schedule and incorporate a simulation work using SIMUL8 in addressing key aspects of improved freight train capacity in a railway line dominated by passenger trains. Interested readers are also referred to [5], where the question of adding extra freight trains in a railway network has also been discussed.

The range of this study is to recreate the Edinburgh Waverley – Glasgow Queen Street line in detail with help of SIMUL8 and to identify the utilisation of individual segments along the way, keeping in mind the impact it may have on the existing passenger trains.

The freight flow from Edinburgh Waverley – Glasgow Queen Street is used for simulation modelling purposes to indicate possible effects of growing freight train services in a passenger train dominated line. Simulation
modelling is ideal to recreate different scenarios on
the same line and help identify improvements for the
existing situation.

Data acquisition is a significant part of the study
as there is a strict schedule maintained by ScotRail
to ensure smooth flow of traffic along the Edinburgh
Waverley – Glasgow Queen Street Line. Following the
data acquisition an analysis is carried out to identify
potential gaps in the system where freight trains can
be fed. These gaps are identified based on the re-
strictions this line offers for freight and/or passenger
trains in terms of electrification, speed, passing loops,
signalling capabilities, gauge allowances, and the like.

Once the data set is analysed, the simulation is
transformed to emulate the existing line in the truest
way possible and results are acquired. The results are
further analysed and recommendations are proposed
to provide insight on the progression of the subject.
The proposed recommendations are based on the re-
results for possible freight growth along this line.

A decomposition approach is undertaken to study
the train movement of this line [6]. This approach in-
volves breaking up the system into different segments
for research purposes, [7, 8]. While using the meth-
od of decomposition it is crucial to maintain continui-
ity within the system to extract an accurate analysis
from the model. Provided the integrity of the system is
maintained, the network can be divided into its com-
ponents [9].

The trains travel only in a single direction unless
intercepted with yards, terminals or sidings. Busy rail
networks for long paths use single track for one direc-
tion.

2. TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF RAIL
LINE

There are a total of four routes connecting East
of Scotland to its central region. Two routes connect
Edinburgh Waverley and Glasgow Central; the other
two connect Edinburgh Waverley and Glasgow Queen
Street. A shuttle runs between the two Glasgow sta-
tions every 30 minutes making it convenient for the
passengers and freight to travel southward. The Bath-
gate – Airdrie line was re-opened to improve the fre-
cuency of passenger trains between Edinburgh Waver-
ley and Glasgow Queen Street. The primary passenger
route among the four paths is the Edinburgh-Falkirk
High – Glasgow Queen Street line. For the purposes
of this study, the primary passenger route has been
chosen.

The Edinburgh Waverley – Falkirk High – Glasgow
Queen Street line is only electrified for a certain path
(Edinburgh Waverley to Newbridge Junction) using AC.

Although the line speed for this path (Edinburgh
– Falkirk High – Glasgow Queen Street) is between
130 km/h [80 mph] to 160 km/h [100 mph], freight
trains are restricted to travel at 120 km/h [75 mph].

Although the maximum allowable speed per freight
train is set to be 120 km/h [75 mph], most trains on
the average do not make it close to this speed due
to various speed restrictions along the way set by tun-
nels, junctions etc. [10]. Acceleration time of freight
trains is also significantly higher than of normal pas-
senger trains due to the excess weight.

The Edinburgh Waverley – Falkirk High – Glasgow
Queen Street line incorporates a 3-aspect signal sys-
tem. Each signal-to-signal section is deemed as a
block. The lengths of these blocks are determined by
the stopping speed of trains and are usually 1.6 km [1
mile]. Effectively this is used to avoid collisions and if
there is a train in the 3rd block the subsequent train is
stopped at the beginning of the 1st block. However, if
there is no train in the 3rd block then the green signal
allows the train in the first block to go through without
any impeding consequences.

For the railway line on the whole there is a double
track (one upwards, one downwards), but as we look
at the movement of trains in one direction, from Edin-
burgh Waverley to Glasgow Queen Street via Haymar-
ket, the rail operation in place is studied as a single
track line. There are multiple junctions along the way
that allow trains to come into the system or go out of
it, as shown in Figure 1.

The management of trains is by blocks (also called
block sections). One block is every 3.2 km [two miles].
This is based on the signalling pattern used along this
line and means that only one train can enter a single
block, which is in conformity with the 3-aspect signal-
ing rules, thereby not allowing any other train to enter
when one block is used.

This study is focused on the analysis of train move-
ment between Edinburgh Waverly and Haymarket. This
section is characterized with a mixed traffic operating
at high density and also appears to be one of the bot-
tlenecks along the line under study.

3. SIMULATION MODELLING

Computer simulations are regularly used to evalu-
ate the system performance and capacity when chang-
es in existing schedules are introduced. Simulation
models help analyse the impacts of these changes [6,
7, 11, 12, 13]. The capacity of a system is defined as
its ability to move a certain amount of traffic before
reaching saturation with minimal influence to the oth-
er parameters of the system. For the purpose of this
study an event-based simulation software, SIMUL8, is
used. Specifically, SIMUL8 is an event-based software
for dynamics visualization of a process flow. It has the
ability to model detailed networks and evaluate them
over time to calculate utilisation factors and identi-
fy gaps in the system [14]. It is traditionally used for
production plants but can be customised for other process flows that follow a similar pattern. It is chosen for this study because of its capacity to produce detailed process flow and logically pattern the network. Previous applications for studying rail-based systems using SIMUL8 include for instance [15] and [16]. SIMUL8 attributes:

**Start Time** – SIMUL8 allows the user to define the time parameters and units of the simulations thereby allowing each model to be run a specific number of hours in a specific week recursively. This model is set to run for 7 hours from 5:00 am to allow the system to incorporate all the trains in the schedule. The units chosen are seconds since there are travel times in the system which requires that degree of precision. Simul8 works on the basis of nodes and arcs where the nodes characterise the server or work centres and the arcs represent the connection between these servers. The nodes represent the stations, junctions and block sections whereas the arcs represent the single track line or connection between the nodes.

**Generator** – There are work entry points (or start points as denoted on the software), where the work items are input into the system, essentially the passenger and freight trains. In this case they follow a strict schedule and a schedule sheet replicates the collected data. The train times can be in multiple formats; for this purpose the time is input exactly at departure time into the schedule sheet.

**Work Centres** – These represent the stations and junctions that have influence on the work items (essentially “clients”) of the system. This has also been used to model the block sessions of the rail line since it can display utilisation levels. All the operations run

---

**Figure 1 – Graphical representation of the junctions along the rail line in study**
Transient period – An initial transient period is set up by SIMUL8 (default); this causes the system to have an induced bias and can hamper the results. To evade this bias a warm-up time is set and the results are collected without alterations. The warm-up time in a model is dependent on the simulation requirements and the actual time varies from model to model. It only needs to be set up once at the beginning of the simulation.

Iterations – the benefit of using a simulation method over an analytical one is the extended number of run times that simulation software can offer over the traditional method. This is used widely to give a realistic view of the situation with the random variable changing every run and returning collective results. The aim is to see the utilisation of lines of the system in the current state and future state (with freight trains).

Queues or Buffers – They are elements in the simulation that act as storage areas in production facilities, but in this model they are used to accommodate multiple trains in the same line.

Work Flow Arrows – These represent the direction of flow of the work items in the system. Since the model is using a single track from Edinburgh Waverley to Glasgow Queen Street all the arrows replicate the flow path of the trains and have their heading towards Glasgow Queen Street.

Figure 2 – A screenshot representing a part of the rail network in SIMUL8 environment
Visual logic – To incorporate the different trains that leave the system (at specific junctions), a set of visual logic commands are set so that the trains are completely out of the system (or reach an end point) and do not hamper the remaining trains. Visual logic is also set to indicate different travel times of freight trains and passenger trains. This is necessary so the results are calculated from the same activity without having to make a new activity with different travel times. Visual presentation of the simulation model for the selected section of the study is shown in Figure 2.

Block System – Each block section is modelled as an activity to allow the capacity of one train to stay in at a time. An example of arrival patterns used by the model, indicating the generation of trains at Edinburgh Waverley and Haymarket West Junction over a period of time, is shown in Table 1.

Table 1 – An example of two arrival patterns, showing a generation of trains over time period

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Edinburgh Waverley</th>
<th>Haymarket West Junction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>05:21:00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05:30:00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05:38:00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05:52:00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05:56:00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06:16:00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06:21:00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06:33:00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06:37:00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06:48:00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07:00:00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07:03:00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07:07:00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07:10:00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07:17:00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07:21:00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07:28:00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07:33:00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07:38:00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08:00:00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08:07:00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08:10:00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To build the model we used the schedule produced and published by ScotRail, which is an alliance employing around 7,500 people, delivering 2,200 services daily and carrying 93 million passengers annually. To validate the model against real-time performance we used the data set maintained by Real Time Trains, which is an online platform providing timetables and real-time information for the movement of every single train in the British rail network. It was absolutely essential to build an accurate simulation model using exact departure times of all the scheduled regular trains. We also wanted to know more about the punctuality and deviations from strict fixed schedule, if any. Therefore, interim input-output results from the simulation models have been cross-checked against the schedule available by ScotRail and the information about real-time performance of trains as it has been shown by Real Time Trains. Model validation was completed when the information of all three sources was deemed to be accurate after the cross-checks.

4. GENERATION OF SCENARIOS

The 5:00am - noon time-period has been chosen for the purposes of this discussion. The 6:00am - 9:00am interval is considered peak hour for the service in this area, employing a tighter schedule. 9:00am onwards is considered off-peak hour. There are some freight trains set in to run at 5:00am providing service before the number of passenger trains significantly increases. It is now useful to analyse the number of trains that can be added to the system without hampering the current schedule and the existing conditions in critical sections along the line. These critical sections include very dense lines operating mixed traffic, serving large cities. Hence, we focus on the study of train movement from Edinburgh Waverley to Haymarket. Three scenarios have been generated:

Scenario 1: The current scenario, where the current number of passenger trains is four per hour from end to end with stops at different stations for each train, whereas the number of freight trains is merely three per day and they only use selective parts of the system. The headway is usually given in minutes and for this specific section the headway is 4 minutes. This means the minimum time before another train can leave a station is 4 minutes.

Scenario 2: If more freight trains are incorporated at their current speed, then the time taken by a freight train as per Real Time Trains is found to be 1.5 times the time taken by a passenger train for the same distance. For instance, the time taken by a passenger train from Edinburgh Waverley to Haymarket is four minutes whereas the time taken by a freight train to travel the same segment is six minutes. In the data file, gaps which allow a six minute travel time after a passenger train has departed from Edinburgh Waverley and reached Haymarket are identified. Subsequently, a separate generator is used to add these trains to the system. These freight trains are again added using a schedule sheet so as not to hamper with the model. The freight trains input into the system for the two lines are as follows:
- two trains added to the ‘Start Point 1’ line;
three trains added to the ‘Start Point 2’ line.

Scenario 3: If freight trains are incorporated into the system with the same travel time as passenger trains. This is a future state scenario which analyses the opportunities available if the freight trains are to run at passenger train speed. The allowable freight trains that can be put into the system for the slots are:

- seven trains added to the ‘Start Point 1’ line;
- four trains added to the ‘Start Point 2’ line.

For the purposes of the analysis it is of importance to understand the behaviour of the system as described by Measures of System Performance (MoPs), namely: numbers of trains served (or completed jobs), number of trains in the system (or number of work items), of time trains awaiting work, actually working, blocked, stopped, etc.

Results obtained for Percent of time Working and Awaiting Work for all 3 Scenarios are presented in Figures 3 and 4.

![Figure 3 - Scenarios 1-3: Awaiting vs Working between Edinburgh Waverly and Haymarket platform 2](image)

![Figure 4 - Scenarios 1-3: Awaiting vs Working between Edinburgh Waverly and Haymarket platform 4](image)

In Scenario 1 replicating the current situation, not a huge difference between the estimates of Percent of time Working and Awaiting Work is observed between Edinburgh Waverly and Haymarket platform 2/platform 4. With regard to Scenario 2, more freight trains are now input into the system. The freight trains run at their scheduled speed taking more time than the passenger trains. As for Scenario 3, now all freight trains input into the system run at the same speed as passenger trains, meaning the travel time of every train is the same regardless of the type of service.

5. RESULTS

In Scenario 1 the utilisation for ‘Start Point 1’ line is 47.85%, for ‘Start Point 2’ line it is 65.52%. This scenario provides a base comparative utilisation factor for the succeeding scenarios. These utilisation factors indicate the amount of time these lines have been occupied in a period of 7 hours. The difference in utilisation factors between the two lines can be attributed to the difference in frequency of train flow between them. ‘Start Point 2’ line has a much higher frequency and hence is utilised significantly more.

In Scenario 2 the utilisation is increased for both; ‘Start Point 1’ line increases to 49.81% and ‘Start Point 2’ line goes up to 68.18%. Table 2 indicates the number of added trains in all three scenarios and Figures 5 and 6 show the number of trains served for all 3 scenarios, Edinburgh Waverly and Haymarket platform 2/platform 4; since freight trains occupy the line for a longer period of time due to lower commuting speed then the utilisation increases. It has a negative impact on the productivity levels though.

![Table 2 - Indicates the freight trains added to the system across the three scenarios](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Freight trains input in Start Point 1 line</th>
<th>Number of Freight trains input in Start Point 2 line</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 1</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For Scenario 3 the freight trains are set to travel at the same speed as passenger trains, and the study showed that more freight trains can be added along the ‘Start Point 1’ line than its counterpart, which will result in a rise of line utilisation (up to 54.04%). Spe-
specifically, the increase in freight trains from Scenario 2 to Scenario 3 sees ‘Start Point 1’ line accommodating 5 more freight trains, whereas ‘Start Point 2’ line can only accommodate one more freight train from its previous scenario. Hence, recalling the most favourable Scenario 2, the total number of freight trains that can be added to the section in the study without altering any current situation is five.

**Figure 6** – Number of trains served, Edinburgh Waverly – Haymarket platform 4

*Figure 7* indicates the increase in utilisation of ‘Start Point 1’ line. If the speed of the freight trains is kept as it is and input into the system at the identified gaps, 2 more freight trains can be added in the slot of 7 hours. If the freight trains run at the same speed as passenger trains, the number of freight trains that can be added goes up to 7 more trains in the span of 7 hours. This indicates the wide possibility that exists in improving the utilisation of the railway line in the study. Any other added freight trains would hamper the currently scheduled passenger service and cause blockade. *Figure 8* indicates the rise in utilisation for Start Point 2. From Scenario 1 to Scenario 2 there are 3 freight trains added to the system. This line is highly passenger dominated with a very high utilisation already but it can still accommodate 3 more freight trains without repercussions.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

An even-based simulation model has been developed and implemented using SIMUL8 to study the utilisation levels of a segment of a railway line in Scotland. Specifically the line in study is situated in the urban area of Edinburgh (i.e. Edinburgh Waverly – Haymarket). By merely identifying potential gaps in the current schedule and inputting freight trains to run when following different speed patterns, it is concluded that more freight trains can be added in addition to the currently scheduled passenger trains. This suggests that there is potential for an increase of line utilisation without introducing changes in the current schedule. Specifically, the results of our simulation model showed that the total number of additional freight trains that can be added to the railway line under study without altering the current situation is five.

Future work will include a more detailed study on the behaviour of passenger trains to better understand the time-gap in which freight trains can be introduced but still without changing the current number of passenger trains, which is four per hour on average. The simulation model will be extended to cover more segments of the railway line in study. A cost-benefit analysis will be conducted to gain an understanding of the economic impacts on the line and the network from the inclusion of more freight trains into the current schedule. Further potential for the rail freight services along the line in study will be examined to understand if there is a possibility for multi-modal operations and if some of the freight services delivered by road can potentially be shifted to rail.
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